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dEdication
Steven T. Engel
The traits that characterize an organization’s ideal treasurer are largely 
the traits of an ideal person: reliability, stability, transparency, knowledge, 
unquestionable integrity, and accountability in all senses of the word . When 
a treasurer has all these characteristics combined with empathy, wisdom, and 
a good sense of humor, you have a rare treasure, and that is what the NCHC 
has had in Steven T . Engel for the past six years . These were critical years for 
the organization as it adopted a new dues structure that Steve ushered in with 
an ease and grace that calmed all the potential objections to this—or any—
change . At the same time, through careful administration of the organization’s 
funds, he facilitated significant new ventures for the organization such as 
NCHC’s student web journal, UReCA, for “the exchange of intellectual and 
creative work between undergraduate students .”
Steve’s service to NCHC has extended far beyond his role as treasurer . 
He has been a member of the Executive Committee and Conference Planning 
Committee, served on the Honors in Practice Editorial Board, given twelve 
conference presentations, and published articles in both HIP and JNCHC . 
His contributions to NCHC have been acknowledged in his selection as an 
NCHC Fellow in 2018 .
viii
Beyond the NCHC, since 2005 Steve has been Director of the Univer-
sity Honors Program at Georgia Southern University, where he has focused 
especially on curriculum development, program expansion, diversity, experi-
ential learning, and study abroad . He has served as conference co-chair and 
president of both the Georgia Collegiate Honors Council and the Southern 
Regional Honors Council .
In his academic life outside of honors (insofar as there is such a life), Steve 
has been a scholar of philosophy and political science, earning a BA at Michi-
gan State University, two MAs at Miami University and Bowling Green State 
University, and a PhD from Loyola University Chicago . He has taught politi-
cal science since 1993 at five different universities, culminating in his current 
position as Associate Professor of Political Science and International Studies 
at Georgia Southern University . He has published journal articles, book chap-
ters, and book reviews on subjects ranging from Rousseau to human rights in 
Northern Ireland .
The NCHC has benefited from Steve’s fiscal expertise, administrative 
finesse, and academic background, and we have all benefited as well from his 
delightful personality . As Jeff Portnoy has written, “Steve is a connoisseur of 
fine bourbons, and he is as smooth as they are .” We are proud to dedicate this 
issue of Honors in Practice to Steven T . Engel .
dEdication
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Editor’s introduction
Ada Long
University of Alabama at Birmingham
In addition to a presidential address and nine research essays, this issue of 
Honors in Practice introduces a new feature: “Brief Ideas about What Works 
in Honors,” limited to 500–750 words . Although we were expecting this new 
format to be an appealing option for honors faculty and administrators, we 
were nevertheless surprised and pleased by the large number of submissions, 
of which we are happy to publish fifteen . We hope and expect that the “Brief 
Ideas” will remain popular to both writers and readers .
While the “Brief Ideas” as well as the essays address a broad spectrum 
of topics within the field of honors education, particular interests within 
both the longer and shorter pieces in this issue are interdisciplinary STEM 
courses and first-year experiences (FYEs), interests that sometimes overlap . 
Readers can thus turn to the briefer articles for instant inspiration and then to 
the longer ones for background research, evidence, and discussion of what is 
working in honors .
At the outset, Richard Badenhausen of Westminster College describes and 
praises practices that redefine and defy the conventions of higher education 
in “Radical Honors: Pedagogical Troublemaking as a Model for Institutional 
Change .” He cites, for example, discussion-based classes led by students 
rather than the single authoritative voice of the instructor . Other challenges 
that honors does and should present to traditional authority, Badenhausen 
comments, include interdisciplinary classes, experiential education, and the 
creation of an environment that fosters ambiguity and skepticism rather than 
right answers . He then suggests that honors needs to keep leading the way, as 
many programs are already doing, in creating broad access, empathy, and lives 
dedicated to service . Badenhausen will, we hope, be encouraged and gratified 
to find many of his ideals embodied in the essays, long or short, that follow .
The lead research essay in this issue is “Music in the Holocaust as an 
Honors Colloquium” by Galit Gertsenzon of Ball State University . Gertsen-
zon describes resistance of authority at its starkest and most dangerous . In 
her honors course titled “Forbidden Sounds, The Music of the Holocaust,” 
students learn of these darkest times in history through the extraordinary 
musicians who created and performed musical compositions behind the 
backs and under the noses of the tyrants who ran the concentration camps, 
long
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turning on its head the Nazi “use of music as a means for censorship and 
discrimination .” The course culminated with a concert of music composed 
during the Holocaust that the Nazis banned, considering it degenerate; the 
music was performed by students in the course and also featured prose and 
poetry recitation . One could hardly imagine a topic or approach more suited 
to fulfilling Badenhausen’s interdisciplinary, experiential, and transgressive 
ideals than this honors course .
Counteracting what is too often the singular focus on STEM disciplines 
in our legislatures, corporations, and media, Adam Watkins and Zahra Teh-
rani describe two interdisciplinary honors courses at Purdue University that 
approach STEM fields through creative writing . In “Brave New Worlds: Tran-
scending the Humanities/STEM Divide through Creative Writing,” Watkins 
and Tehrani write, “Honors education—given its commitment to interdisci-
plinarity and self-directed inquiry—provides an ideal context for leveraging 
creative writing as a platform for transformational learning that reunites the 
arts and sciences .” Watkins, in his course Human Redesign, included two cre-
ative writing assignments: a “1,500-word scary story along with a 300-word 
critical reflection” in the mode of Shelley’s Frankenstein, and “a quack theory” 
based in a nineteenth-century scientific concept . Tehrani, in her course called 
“Immortality,” drew on Lightman’s Einstein’s Dreams in assigning “a thought 
experiment in the format of a 1000-word short story in which [students] 
explored one idea from class about digital immortality along with a 500-word 
critical reflection .” She commented that she was surprised “how drastically 
student perceptions of the technology changed after writing their stories,” 
going from unexamined positive expectations to some serious skepticism . In 
both courses, “students could fulfill Da Vinci’s edict to see the art in science 
and the science in art, all in an effort to examine the world and the complex 
interconnection of things within it .”
Another interdisciplinary course that combines the arts and humanities 
with STEM is the subject of “Humanities-Driven STEM—Using History as a 
Foundation for STEM Education in Honors” by John Carrell, Hannah Keaty, 
and Aliza Wong . What makes this course special, according to the authors, is 
that rather than using the arts and humanities to bolster a science course, it 
makes them “the foundation and impetus for STEM learning .” Their first-year, 
team-taught course in the Texas Tech University Honors College establishes 
a symbiotic relationship between history and engineering instead of privileg-
ing one over the other . The course titled “War, Machine, Culture, and Society: 
History and Engineering in the Second World War,” according to the authors, 
“speaks directly to the honors college’s dedication to a modern liberal arts 
approach that brings together the classic trivium and quadrivium even as it 
expands to include the hard sciences and new fields in technology, business, 
engineering, health, culture, and politics .” The authors describe the course 
structure, topic selection, assignments, and assessment strategies, offering 
practical advice for honors faculty who choose to collaborate in combining 
STEM with the arts and humanities .
The next essay presents a different kind of interdisciplinary team approach 
to the first-year experience . “Best Practices in Honors Pedagogy: Teaching 
Innovation and Community Engagement through Design Thinking” is a col-
laborative effort not just in the classroom but in writing this essay by Beth H . 
Chaney, Tim W . Christensen, Alleah Crawford, Katherine Ford, W . Wayne 
Godwin, Gerald Weckesser, Todd Fraley, and Phoenix Little . The authors 
describe a collaborative set of courses they taught at East Carolina University: 
“Using human centered-design (IDEO .org, 2015), an interdisciplinary team 
of faculty developed a year-long freshman experience focused on community 
engagement and social change .” In five sections of the freshman course, teams 
of students produced thirty-five projects in which they used multiple data 
collection techniques to understand community needs, and they addressed 
these needs based on “immersion experiences, key informant interviews, and 
research on secondary data in the peer-reviewed literature .” Readers may find 
the immersion experiences especially interesting; for example, one of them 
involved attendance at an AA meeting by a team studying alcoholism among 
young people . The authors describe the multiple components and peda-
gogical strategies used in the course that led the students to improve their 
“non-academic skills of grit, resiliency, [and] creative self-confidence .”
A different kind of first-year experience is the subject of Elizabeth 
Bleicher’s essay, “Teaching Critical University Studies: A First-Year Seminar 
to Cultivate Intentional Learners .” She reports on a study at Ithaca College 
of eighteen sections of a first-semester seminar over a period of twelve years . 
Titled “Why Are We Here? Student Culture and the Problem of College,” 
the seminar “combines content and methods from the discipline of Critical 
University Studies; layered high-impact practices; student-curated and stu-
dent-led discussions; and explicit instruction on metacognition in teaching 
and learning to cultivate self-determination and academic purpose .” The goal 
is to make students critics of their own education, including the pedagogi-
cal theories and assumptions of the course itself, and to make them aware of 
educational practices in higher education generally, questioning the purpose 
Editor’s introduction
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and effects of topics ranging from tenure to graduation requirements, from 
prestige ranking to funding sources, and how these factors affect their own 
educational experience . At the end of the course, the students deconstruct 
its syllabus and redesign it for the following year . Bleicher offers Why Are 
We Here? as a model of “guided reflection on the intellectual journey from 
orientation to commencement that enables students to understand what they 
know, how they learned it, who they were, and who they have become .  .  .  .”
A more practical, less theoretical approach to a first-year experience 
appears in Teddi S . Deka’s “A Potential for Improving Honors Retention with 
Degree Planning,” which focuses on increasing and assessing retention . Deka 
describes a workshop that was offered at Missouri Western State University in 
2015 and 2018 as part of the first-semester honors freshman seminars . Using 
a “guided pathways” approach, the workshop was designed to encourage a 
“planning and sequencing” process so that that students would “take classes 
when they should and complete the coursework needed for their degrees .” 
During the workshop, which consisted of two fifteen-minute segments and 
one hour-long session in each section of the seminar, students mapped out 
the courses they would take in their major and minor as well as in the honors 
program during their first two years as an undergraduate, taking into account 
whether they started out with college credits earned in high school . The 
results showed that while students who took the workshop were more likely 
than other students to voluntarily drop out of the honors program and the 
university, they were less likely to be removed from the program because of a 
low GPA or lack of progress . These results suggest that students learn from the 
workshop whether they wish to stay in the program or university, and if they 
stay, they are more likely to succeed .
Elizabeth Bleicher’s idea of including students as active evaluators of 
their own education also informs the essay “A Meaningful and Useful Twofer: 
Enhancing Honors Students’ Research Experiences While Gathering Assess-
ment Data” by Mary Scheuer Senter of Central Michigan University . Senter 
accomplishes a “twofer” in teaching an honors course “that provides mean-
ingful enhancement of students’ research skills and that creates data for 
justifying and improving the honors program .” This course, called “Program 
Evaluation Experiences,” teaches students how to do the kind of assessment 
now required of virtually all honors programs and to practice this assess-
ment on their own honors program . All the activities typically carried out 
by honors administrators become the course activities: using quantitative 
and qualitative measurements that include personal interviews, focus groups, 
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online surveys, and data analysis using SPSS and NVivo . Working in teams, 
students learn the basic research techniques required for assessment and see 
tangible results that affect their experience in honors . Obvious beneficiaries 
of this course are not just the students and the honors program but the faculty 
and administrators who are partially spared the chores of data collection and 
analysis .
The following essay might make good reading for the students doing 
assessment of the Central Michigan University Honors Program . In “Statis-
tics: A Cautionary Tale,” Len Zane of the University of Las Vegas, Nevada, 
brings home to honors the saying “lies, damn lies, and statistics .” Not only 
assessment but also key matters such as admissions and scholarship awards in 
honors rely on statistics and have significant impacts on students and faculty . 
Zane “urges readers to recognize objective data as subjective information,” 
and he proceeds to describe in detail how statistics and data analyses are cal-
culated and how they can mislead . Especially for readers who are unfamiliar 
with the basis and methods of statistical analysis, Zane’s clear explanations are 
not only interesting and valuable but important in understanding the rocky 
foundations of common but often unexamined practices that have profound 
effects on honors education .
The final research essay takes up the controversial topic of honors con-
tracts . In “Contracts for Honors Credit: Balancing Access, Equity, and 
Opportunities for Authentic Learning,” Patrick Bahls examines the value of 
honors contracts at the University of North Carolina, Asheville (UNCA) . He 
focuses on “students’ metacognitive reflections on the work they did in fulfill-
ing their contracts” to illustrate the benefits of a contract option in honors . 
After a brief summary of past arguments for and against contracts in honors, 
he describes the design, use, and success of contracts in the UNCA Honors 
Program, with reference to a small sample (eight students) and a short time 
period (one year) . Bahls lists and describes the positive effects that contracts 
have had on the program—including improved recruitment, accessibility, 
and diversity—before homing in on the students’ end-of-semester reflec-
tions, which consistently pointed to the following benefits they gained: 
appreciation of interdisciplinarity; multiple perspectives and epistemologies; 
connections with alumni and community leaders; introduction to the com-
plexities of research; and intellectual humility .
Among the “Brief Ideas about What Works in Honors,” two accounts 
echo the research interest in interdisciplinary STEM courses: “Breaking 
the Rules: Bringing Calculus into the Humanities Classroom” by Brent M . 
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Blackwell of Ball State University and “Engaging and Contributing Profes-
sionally in a Global Sustainability Honors Course” by Jeffrey Lamp and John 
Korstad of Oral Roberts University .
Three of the brief ideas echo another of the prominent interests—the 
first-year experience (FYE)—among the earlier research essays: “The 
Commonplace Book Project” by Kate Krueger of the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign; “A Dialogical Exercise for Honors Students” by J . Rob-
ert Baker of Fairmont State University; and Cathlena Martin’s “Office Hours: 
An Honors First-Year Experience Assignment” (University of Montevallo) .
The following three essays present innovative teaching ideas and strate-
gies: “Intellectual Risk” by Ashleen Williams of the University of Mississippi; 
“Using the Online Forum for Honors Learning” by John Zubizarreta of 
Columbia College; and “National Security Council Role-Playing Simulation” 
by Steve Elliott-Gower of Georgia College .
Four essays address co-curricular activities involving undergraduate 
research, often in the form of a lecture series or forum for research presenta-
tions: Anne Dotter’s “Undergraduate Research Seminars at Your Humanities 
Center” ( Jackson County Community College); “What Works in Honors: 
Discovering ‘London as a Detective Story’” by Kelsey L . Bennett and Nicole 
Becwar of Western Colorado University; “Mental Health Matters: College 
Student Mental Health in the Twenty-First Century” by Gary H . Bischof, 
Alexander J . Hamilton, and Adrian J . Hernandez of Western Michigan Uni-
versity; and Jason T . Hilton’s “Emphasizing Co-Curricular Experiences to 
Address Increasing Honors Enrollment and Diminishing Resources” (Slip-
pery Rock University) .
The final three essays are each in a category of their own . Focusing on 
service is “The Campus Improvement Project: A High-Impact Practice to 
Stimulate Honors Community and Empower Student Leadership on Cam-
pus” by Steve Garrison and Cody Parish of Midwestern State University . 
A disciplinary course in accounting at LaGuardia Community College 
(CUNY) is the subject of L . Benjamin Boyar’s “Beyond Bookkeeping: Devel-
oping Intellectual Skills in Honors Accounting Courses .” Andrew Martino of 
Salisbury University has the last word in “On Being an Honors Dean” about 
honors administration .
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